Netwal running the grow-in race at Deere Run

OLINE, Ill. — Energized by late-spring conditioning, the Tournament Players Course at Deere Run came a long way toward fulfilling its dream of being a world-class golf course that will serve as the site of the John Deere Classic in the year 2000 and beyond.

"I look at the photos from just a month ago and I'm amazed at how much progress has been made in just a short time," said John Netwal, who, as course superintendent, is responsible for the playing conditions.

"Some of the thin areas of grass on the front nine have thickened up," Netwal said. "We seeded the back nine tees in early June and we're preparing the back nine greens for seeding. The back nine fairways are starting to germinate. If the weather gets nice, we should be moving right along."

Kym Hougham, tournament director for the John Deere Classic, said he is looking forward to conducting the championship at Deere Run next year.

"All the feedback I have received from people who have toured the course has been extremely positive," Hougham said. "We think the players are going to love it."

Now that the front nine has grown in despite an unusually wet spring, Netwal
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Fixing damage from course vandalism

By PAT LEWIS

The situation is not unfamiliar to golf course superintendents. On a dark night and with nothing to otherwise occupy them, vandals decide to drive their car over the greens on a local golf course.

The challenge to the superintendent is a difficult one: How do you match the re sodded areas with the rest of the green?

Here's a step-by-step solution:

1. Set the sod cutter to a depth of about 3/4 of an inch to an inch.
2. Strip the tire mark areas and remove the pieces of sod for disposal in your compost pile. Neatly square off the ends and keep these end areas at a depth even with the sod cutter depth.
3. Select a long, healthy patch of sod along the edge of the clean-up lap. After measuring the length required for repair, strip this sod out with the sod cutter depth being the same as when you started. Square off the ends in the same manner as in step 2.
4. Lay this sod in the awaiting areas, then topdress.
5. Maintaining the sod cutter at the original depth, strip a long, healthy patch of sod along the outside edge of the apron (be sure to measure first). Lay this sod in the awaiting clean-up lap of the green, then topdress it.
6. The final awaiting area can be either seeded or sodded with purchased bentgrass or from your own nursery. If seeding, neatly staple down some type of greens blanket fabric or other breathable material to make it noticeable for the golfers to stay off it until it germinates. (Remember to move the cover when the grass begins to poke through it.)
7. It will be necessary to mark a new temporary edge for the clean-up lap of the green along the area that now has a higher cut of grass than it used to.

The superintendent's patience — and immediate communication to all potential greens mowing operators — will hopefully insure that this area does not get scalped.

The focus should be to define the new edge as it will be a few months before you can safely begin lowering the height to establish the original clean-up lap edge.
8. Water all sodded areas at least twice a day until they are rooted and continue to topdress these areas once a week until all is healed.
9. Because you now have, in theory, the same grass varieties in your damaged areas as the rest of the green, the tire tracks will match the rest of the green.
On a growing number of courses, the color of choice in golf and turf equipment is John Deere green. And this year, we're adding three exciting new machines to enhance our full-line of quality equipment.

The 2500 Tri-Plex Greens Mower excels at not only the straight cut, but the cleanup cut as well. A lightweight design and low profile tires limit ground compaction and minimize ground pressure.

Coming mid-1999, the Turf General Heavy-Duty Utility Vehicle combines strength with versatility. With an impressive 2,650 pound payload capacity, the Turf General features a five-speed, fully synchronized transmission, a wide-open operator station, and hydrostatic steering for one of the tightest turning radiuses in the business.

If you thought our Turf Gator was quiet, try listening to our new Electric Turf Gator. Barely making a sound, the Electric Turf Gator has the power to work a full-shift, thanks to a separately excited controller and motor.

With on-the-hour parts support and flexible leasing, John Deere is determined to give you the best tools on the course and off. Call us today for a demonstration.
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that's completely green.

The drought we were hoping for hasn't arrived yet. As soon as the drought arrives, we'll be praying for rain.'
— John Netwal